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Dear Readers, 

December 2022 was a month packed with action
and energy. Our triennial Sports Day, URJA, not
only had the mantra for health and fitness
perfectly spelled out but was also a tribute to
aesthetics and the cultural diversity of our
country.

Parents and alumni talk brought the world of
careers and work to the senior students. Besides
that, our students tested their mettle in inter-
house events as well as competitions outside the
school.

Please don’t miss the article by our alumna
Tanushi Lath on the creative world of design
under the Career Counselling section- Udaan.

Happy reading... 
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Achievements
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Dvya Gopal, Raanan Bhayana, Rishi Rajesh, Ruchir Kulshrestha, and Sanvi Bhujang, of
Grdae 10, all part of the 'Bloomboxers Team' are declared the winners of the prestigious
Microsoft Imagine Cup Junior 2022 at the national level contest. On the 4th of January, the
winning team interacted and received the prize from Satya Nadella, the Executive
Chairman and CEO of Microsoft in Delhi. 
The contestants had to work on the concept ‘AI for Good’ in the areas like Environment,
Health Care, Inclusion, and Accessibility. The NPS KRM team chose Inclusion and
Accessibility and conceptualized the Bloombox app. This concept-stage project seeks to
create an inclusive workplace for people who are hearing impaired by leveraging AI
technologies to translate sign language to spoken language and vice versa.  
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Divya Gopal and Raanan Bhayana of Grade 10 presented their IMIB Foundation project
‘Four Sparks’ at the United Nations headquarters in New York on 14th December. Their
project- ‘Four Sparks’ aims to develop problem-solving, logical, and scientific temper
among middle school students, by teaching them 3 important life skills required for the 21st
century. Over a year now, they have trained about 200 underprivileged children. 



 Prakaash won doubles at All India
Ranking, National Series, held at
Lake View Tennis Academy,
Hyderabad, held from Nov 21st to
Nov 26th.  
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Prakaash Sarran (Grade 8) has become Asia
number  3 and the highest ranked Indian, in
Under 14 Boys, in the latest ranking released
by the Asian Tennis Federation
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Amrit Kuruganti (Grade 11A) ) participated in two 10K races (organized by
TCS and NEB) on May 15th and July 24th, which were completed in 51:08 and
44:30 minutes respectively. On 16th October, he participated in his first half-
marathon which is 21.0975km which was completed in 1h 45min. It is indeed a
remarkable time for a 16-year-old who is balancing his academics with a
strenuous training schedule, essential for a serious marathoner. Kudos to his
remarkable discipline, persistence, and determination.
.  

Sreejani Bhaduri and
Ahilgurubaran C D (Grade 7A)
secured 3rd place in BGS NPS
Inter-school Quiz Competition held
on 7th NOV 2022.



Triennial Sports Day- Urja 2022-23  

NPS Koramangala celebrated its triennial senior sports day- Urja 2022 on 23rd
December 2022. This being the first major sports event, after the pandemic
hiatus, added a lot more gusto and enthusiasm to the day. The chief guest for this
year’s sports day was Dr. Bindu Hari, the Vice Chairperson of the NPS Group of
Schools. Dr. Bindu congratulated the students on their extraordinary achievements
and exhorted them as well as the parents and teachers to get fitter to realise their
full potential.  

In the sprawling lawns of The International School Bangalore (TISB), the marching
of the alert and smart contingent comprising students from Grades 9 to 12 marked
an energetic start to a wonderful day filled with fierce competition and
exceptional sportsmanship. The perfectly synchronised school band brightened
the day with its harmonious performance, weaving a majestic pattern of music
and rhythm.  

The dynamic and well-executed displays by the students of Grades 6 to 9 and 11
exhibited a wide range of exercises and martial art forms that can be easily
adopted for keeping oneself fit and healthy. The displays included innovative
exercises using chairs, elastic resistance bands, and basketballs. Students also
demonstrated ways to become fitter using old-time jumping ropes, zesty zumba
moves, and the ubiquitous walk-a-mile. Their ingenuity reached new heights when
they used water bottles as easily available training tools. The classical dance
form, Bharatanatyam, as well as Bhangra, the popular folk dance of Punjab, were
performed and were seen as ways to help stay healthy while also having fun.
Martial art forms portrayed by the students with vigour and precision included
Angampora, Kalaripayattu, Tai Chi, Kung fu, and Karate. This was followed by a
series of seamless yogasanas that aids physical, mental, and spiritual well-being.
The students of the four Houses, brimming with pride for their House, flaunted their
support through immaculately designed mascots and thunderous cheering.  

The day concluded with the distribution of prizes to the winners. The Voyagers
won the March Past trophy as well as the much-coveted Overall Championship
Trophy, while the Explorers bagged the trophy for the Best Cheering House. It was
an incredible end to a remarkable day. 
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URJA '2022
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Christmas Celebrations

Feliz Navidad; Prospero Ano y Felicidad…the grounds of NPS Koramangala
resonated with the songs of joy, songs of happiness as the students of the senior
school melodiously sang the Christmas Carols with teachers and students,
adorned with bright red Christmas caps, gathered on the green turf. The merry
choir regaled all with classics like Joy to the World; Mary's boy child Jesus Christ
and more. Swaying cheerfully, and clapping to the sweet melodies, they ushered
in the holiday season as the Principal Ms. Jyotsna Nair, and staff wished them
Merry Christmas along with advisory for happy and safe holidays.
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NPS Konnect
 Parent Speak

On December 2nd, Mrs.Sudeshna Basu Roy and Mr. Kannan Krishnamurthy shared
some crucial lessons of life by engagingly narrating stories of their own lives and the
choices they made that led them to establish their own company 'Marg', a training and
consultancy firm established in 2007. In this session, they also inspired students to make
the best and learn from adversities. The session ended with a questionnaire where the
students asked questions about their company and various life skills. Our choices in the
present -regarding our studies- do not really affect our future jobs as much. All we need
to do is work hard and focus on our goal. Overall, the session was extremely informative
and kept all the students interested. 
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Alumni Speak
The NPS Konnect session ‘Alumni Speak’ on Pure Sciences was held on 19th December 2022
for Grade 10 students. The session was presented by Ms. Nandini Ravi (Batch of 2007) and
Mr. Nishant Parrikar (Batch of 2016).  Ms. Ravi is currently working as a systems engineer in
Seattle, Washington, and Mr. Parrikar is a Ph.D. student at the University of Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania.  
  The well-experienced alumni shared insightful information on the factors behind their
success in the field of Biology research and Biomedical Engineering. In addition to this, they
gave the students tips on effective time, studies, and work management. The session
enlightened the students on various options and choices in the field mentioned.



Inter House Competitions - Middle Years
 

Quiz
The Inter-house quiz for grades 6-8 was held on 7th December 2022. It was an intense and
buzzing quizzing, where all four Houses fought it out to finish at the top. However, it was
the Explorers, with their team of Nishaanth S (6A), Arham G (7B), and Arjun S (8C).
Right on their tails were the Challengers, who had been leading after the first two rounds.
The Voyagers finished third. 
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The first round was a general round, followed by a rapid-fire round. The third round was
a picture round, with participants having to guess who or what was present in blurred
images. The final round was a theme round, where each question had a few clues, and
all questions were linked with an overlying theme. The Explorers beat the Challengers
when they guessed the theme - NPS Koramangala - correctly. 



Model Making 
 The inter-house Science & Math event (Final round) was held on the 10th December 2022.
The entire process consisted of two rounds – the Selection round and the Final round. In the
selection round, students were selected on the basis of a quiz. Draw of lots decided the
model for the contestants in the final round. The topics ranged from Newton’s Cradle,
Periscope, Infinity Mirror to Hydraulic Lift. Participants were given the list of materials for
reference, but the students were also given liberty to bring their own set of materials. The
Challengers picked the Infinity Mirror, the Pioneers took up the Hydraulic Lift, the Explorers
picked the Periscope and the Voyagers took up the Newton’s Cradle. 
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On the day of the event, the participants assembled in the Auditorium 20 minutes prior to the
start of the event, to organize their materials. All the teams produced impressive models and
each of them were thorough with how the model works and its principle. After questioning
each House, the judges made their decision. The Challenges consisting of Rushil Hegde (8B),
V Shravya (8B) and Parth Aggarwal (6B) bagged the 1st place. The Voyagers consisting
of Aarav Biraage (6A), Vedant Sawant (6C) and Bishakha Koley (6A) were the runners-
up. The Explorers consisting of Arjun Sahai (8C), Varad Bhatia (6A) and Vaishakh Vipin
(7B) placed third and the Pioneers consisting of Renee B Pillai (6B), Reyaansh Agrawal
and Sachit Bhujang of 7C placed fourth. 



Literary event
The junior inter-house literary event was conducted on 10th December. The entire event
consisted of four rounds- The first and third rounds were direct spelling rounds, the second
was an idiom round and the fourth was a declamation round. The first round of spelling
was a direct round with words of lesser difficulty compared to the third round. Each house
took turns, first letting the sixth grader spell, then the seventh grader and finally the eighth
graders. The same rules applied to the third round, which was a direct round with higher
difficulty. For the second round, participants were shown a picture on the screen and were
given 30 seconds to guess the idiom that the picture represented. 
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The fourth and final round was the declamation round, where two students from each
house were assigned a prominent personality and had to deliver a speech given by that
person. After 4 grueling rounds, it was finally time to announce the results. The
Challengers team comprising Chinmay Jujare (8C), Anasuya, Sneho Roy (6A), Naomi
Davis (7B), and Mukund Rathi (8B) bagged first place with an overall score of 85
points. The Voyagers comprising Adhya, Sreejani B (7B), and Sohham Joshi (8B) were
the runners-up with 47 points. The Explorers comprising Ishan Kale(6B), Vaishakh V
(7B), Mannan M and Hansini Prasanna (8C) bagged third place with 43 points. And
finally, the Pioneers comprising of Sana Z (6A), Sachit B (7C), Akshay N (8A)and Iqjot  
K (8A) placed fourth with 18 points.

Paper Collection Drive

A paper collection drive, initiated by PS Shruthi and Mihika Malhotra of Grade 11C, in
accordance with Iksha foundation was conducted at NPS Koramangala between 16th-25th
November 2022. Students from Grades 1-12 participated in this drive and contributed to
raising over 270 kgs of paper waste. On the 16th of November, boxes were set up on each
floor of the school and an announcement was made regarding the same. The boxes
remained for a week until the 25th of November. On the last day of the drive, the books
and papers obtained were sent to the warehouse where all the produce collected by the
organisation was stored. The collected paper waste will be recycled into new notebooks
and story books, novels and textbooks which will be redistributed. The money obtained and
the books made from recycled paper will go into making notebook kits for the
underprivileged.
 



Udaan- Career Counselling 

The Unspoken Language: Design 
Humans speak through language and things speak through design.It seems
today that no one claims to speak a foreign language they haven't studied but
everybody knows design, visibly or invisibly. 
As a discipline, design is a construct of the modern world.  
Most people's experience of design comes from the interactions between
man-made physical realms around them. Creating a link between people and
things is where the role of the designer lies.  
Beyond their function, these designed ‘things’ impart cultural meaning,
sometimes forming cultural norms- for example, the Sony Walkman released in
1979, a device that enabled sudden portability of gorgeous, head-filling music.
Music was no longer confined to spaces, you could travel while listening to
your favourite song. It paved the way for acceptance of the mobile phone,
today’s truly omnipresent portable tech. 
Users and experiences lie at the heart of the design thinking approach;
creating solutions for people, physical items, or systems that address a user's
need or resolve a problem. Design focuses on making the interaction of users
with their environment – natural and complete. 
Good design is like a refrigerator- when it is on nobody notices its presence,
but when it's off everybody's life is disrupted. Good design always strikes a
balance between function and aesthetics. It intends to be simple and intuitive
for the end user to understand and interact with. And because people
generally interact with the end product, it's hard to understand the complexity
that's been gone into making it simple. Simple is easy to understand, but hard
to come up with. 
Design takes aspects of problem-solving from Science & Technology while
giving an object a personality or creation in general from Art - thus bridging
the gap between them. 
The meaning of design is multifaceted, to the point that you can no longer
have a universal definition for it. You can define the term as you would
discover it. Charles Eames said that design is all about purpose, I would
deduce it as ‘the-sign’; your signature. 
The design process is largely defined by  
identifying a problem, 
Ideating on a solution, 
finalising and implementing the solution. 
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Experimentation and discovery are constants in a design process, there’s never
one way of doing something. Think of the design process as a map with different
routes to get to a final destination, each route brings its own challenges and
discoveries. It's all about being on your feet, ready to look at your surroundings
and derive observations on how to make things better for a user. 

Again, the meaning of design can greatly vary from one field to another. It
permeates many aspects of our lives and branches out to many subgenres, from
product design, virtual reality, print and media to designing cars, video games,
interfaces, interiors, etc. 
Designers not only produce useful products and images but they also produce
and reproduce cultural meanings through these mediums. The role of the
designer is dependent on the society and is defined by the social, cultural and
political scenarios of the world. 

Design is a reflection of the needs and wants of the society and has the ability to
liberate, express and personalise the world, which a user lives in. 
With the development of Technology and Artificial Intelligence the role of
designers might change, but never subsume. Even in an HiTec Environment, the
role of asking the right question and generating the right insight will remain
human dependent – adding to the role of designers in the modern world. 

Design education is largely based on experiences. Learning is done mostly
through projects, interactive review sessions and discussions. Classrooms and
textbooks are off the table. Peer to peer learning is focused on, and self-
motivation and passion is what will drive you. Tight deadlines, continuous
submissions and projects enable you to understand and discover your field of
interest and style. Some other things that you might learn during your time in a
design school is how to be a team player, even if it's with people you despise. In
the design industry a designer’s portfolio is their identity, 
it's what defines you as a designer and a person. Design is a lifestyle, a way of
being. While choosing a design college you must keep in mind your interests and
choose a school that's specialised in your interests. 

To get your feet wet in design I would suggest consuming data, exploring small
courses, talking to people in the field, listening to podcasts and reading a lot of
books. 
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Book recommendations for beginners: 

Design of Everyday Things by Don Norman, 
Design for the real world by Victor Papanek. 
A must watch documentary: Genius of Design. 

If you want to get into the design industry,  have a vision, be passionate, think
outside the box and I'm sure the next will navigate through.

Regards, 
Tanushi Lath 
Strate School of Design, Bangalore 
B.Sc. Design (Y2- Interaction Design) 
NPSK'21 
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Choices

I believe that the choices we make dictate the lives we lead; yet the lives we
lead dictate our choices. Our environment and choices we make coexist, they
feed off each other yet neither is totally controlled by the other. This reminds me
of a story narrated by the monk Gaur Gopal Das.
A man got lost in a desert and had exhausted all the water he had carried a
couple of days ago. He knew for sure, that if he didn`t get water he would
certainly die. Although completely exhausted, the man didn`t give up hope, he
kept walking, looking for some sign of good fortune. 
Suddenly he saw a small hut at some distance. “Could it be a mirage?” he
thought,” Or maybe just a hallucination?”, but having no other option left, he
edged closer only to realize that the hut was real. Gathering the last bits of
energy left, he dragged his tired body inside the hut hoping he could find some
water. The hut was empty and seemed like it had been abandoned for quite
some time. 

His heart skipped a beat when he saw what was in the hut. A hand pump! 
 Water finally! He was overjoyed. He began working the hand pump. But no
water came out. He tried harder and yet harder, but no water. Finally, after
putting in every bit of energy he gave up out of exhaustion and frustration and
sat down thinking,” Maybe, I am destined to die out of thirst today.” 

And then a second ray of hope! He noticed a bottle in one corner of the hut. It
was filled with water and corked up to prevent evaporation. He uncorked the
bottle and as he was just about to devour the life-giving water, he noticed a
piece of paper attached to it. The handwritten message read,” Use this water to
start the pump. Don`t forget to fill the bottle when you`re done.” He was now in a
dilemma. Follow the instruction and pour the water into the pump or just ignore
it and just drink the water. What if he put the water into the pump and it didn`t
work? But then…. maybe the instruction was correct. Should you risk it? If it
turned out to be false, he would be throwing away the last water he would ever
see.

Teacher Speak
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Have you ever been in a situation like this? Where there are only two options and
uncertainty about which one will work. What will you do? Which one will you choose?
Well, you have to choose, one and be willing to bear the consequences that it brings.
Many people don`t decide because they`re fearful of the consequences and they
continue to remain confused in their life.
The man decided to take a leap of faith. Hands trembling, he poured the water into
the pump, closed his eyes, said a prayer, and started working the pump. He heard a
gurgling sound, and water came down gushing out, way more than he could possibly
use. He drank the cool refreshing water to his heart`s content and quenched his thirst.
He was going to live! Feeling much better, he looked around the hut and found a
pencil and a map of the region. The map showed that he was still far away from
civilization, but at least now he knew where he was and in which direction to go next.
He filled up his flask for the journey ahead. And as per the instruction on the note,
also filled up the bottle and put the cork back in. And before leaving the hut he
added his own lines below the instruction: “Believe me, it works!”

Most of us may not be confronted with a situation like this, where the choice made
decides whether we live or die. Yet, we have our own journeys to take and our own
choices to make. If the choice we make goes our way-fantastic. We can inspire
people by telling them, believe me, it works. And if it doesn`t go our way, we can
share our mistakes, share our experiences, share our realizations, and empower
people to make their right choices.

Ms. Padmavati
Senior Faculty Member
Department of Science



Expression

Ritwika Maitra, 10 C

Fire and Ice
 
Some say the world will end in fire
Some say in ice
I say, regardless
It will be of our own device
Whatever fate deems it
The universe likes a cruel joke
Hatred loves to deceive
And desire to taunt and poke
 
The end of the world
Seems a distant crime
Though we witness a world’s end
From time to time
 
Tiny universes of emotion
Fall apart in our lives
A loss, a failure, a tragedy-
Apocalypse to our eyes
 
Personal perceptions of a world
Have ended both in fire and ice
And for every possibility
There is always a price.

 
Ranya Bahirwani, 10C

Compiled by – Ms. Geeta Kathait  with inputs from students and teachers. 
Designed by -  Aryaroop Bose(11 B), Devarati Mukherjee(10 B), Ananya Sukruta Mysore(9B)  
                           Ms. Rashme Rajesh

 
 

Good bye!!
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